ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Lung cancer is the most common cause of death in both men and women in the United States (US). It kills over one million people a year in whole world.
Extensive prospective epidemiologic data clearly established cigarette smoking as the major cause of lung cancer. It is estimated that about 90% of male lung cancer deaths and 75-80% of lung cancer deaths in the US are caused by smoking each year (1) .
Clearly, lung cancer is an important and widespread disease that constitutes a major public health problem.
Ninety percent (90%) of patients with lung cancer of all histological types are current or former cigarette smokers. Several established or suspected human carcinogens are present in the work environment and it is estimated that 3% to 17% of lung cancers are occupationally related (2) .
Chest CT is the modality of choice for evaluating bronchogenic carcinoma because of its high spatial resolution. CT provides precise characterization of size, contour, extent and tissue composition of suspicious lesion. Mediastinal lymph nodes are better evaluated by CT than chest X-ray. CT is now established as the principal radiographic adjunct to X-ray chest examination in the diagnosis and management of lung cancer. It should be used in the evaluation of every pulmonary nodule to determine whether the nodule is solitary and whether mediastinal metastases are present and to evaluate the mass by assessing its density. In general, nodules with Hounsfield numbers greater than + 175 can be presumed to be calcified and, hence, benign. CT is of great value in determining the extent of lung cancer and at present the best imaging modality for evaluating mediastinal lymph nodes. Spread of tumour to mediastinal nodes is evaluated on the basis of node size. Nodes less than 1.0 cm in diameter are considered normal, 1.0-1.5 cm suspicious for tumour, and greater than 1.5 cm have a high probability of being malignant. Node size, however, is dependent on location in the mediastinum and whether infection is present in the lung. Size criteria alone should not be used to refuse surgery (3).
With widely accepted spiral CT and newly developed multi-detector row CT techniques, the sensitivity of detecting pulmonary nodules has further improved (4).
Recently, spiral CT technique has been applied to screening for lung cancer in high risk populations and shown to be useful in detecting early lung cancers (5).
High-resolution, three-dimensional imaging of the thorax can allow us to evaluate small nodules at early stages. With sequential follow-up scans, changes in nodule number and size can be assessed. If CT for lung cancer screening becomes widely practiced, we expect that the early diagnosis of bronchogenic carcinoma will be dramatically rise and significantly reduce the death rate from this potential malignancy. In addition, computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems can help to improve a radiologist's performance for detecting pulmonary nodules (6) . The data were analyzed with the help of SPSS-13 (Statistical package for social sciences) software programmed. For the validity of the study outcome sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive and negative predictive values were calculated out according to the formulae described by Knapp and Miller (1992) (7) . Table 1 shows the comparison between CT findings and cytopathological findings (n=100). The remaining 14% had more than two nodules.
MATERIALS & METHODS

This
RESULTS
Initially
In this study, 57 (54.8%) patients of bronchial mass lesion had speculated mass and 47 (45.2%) patients had smooth lesion. This finding is comparable with Shetty et al (2005) where majority of the patients (85%) had lesions with speculated margins (10).
They found lobulations and smooth margin lesions in in 7% and 8% cases, respectively. Maximum patients of bronchial mass lesion and other lesions showed heterogeneous enhancement.
They were 60 and 10 respectively. Khan et al (1985) stated that sensitivity of CT for evaluation of mediastinal nodal metastasis was 83%
and the specificity was 90% (11) . In detection of malignant involvement of the mediastinum Rea et al (1981) found CT scan as 80% sensitive and 76% specific modality which is just comparable with our study (12) Quinn et al (1996) showed similar results (10, (15) (16) (17) (18) .
In this study, the sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV and accuracy of CT to diagnose bronchogenic carcinoma was 98.3%, 92.1%, 95.3%, 97.2% and 96.0%, respectively (19) . Colice et al (1985) found that CT was a moderately accurate modality in predicting the presence of air way abnormalities with sensitivity from 63 to 85% and specificity from 61-77%. The overall sensitivity and specificity of CT scan in the detection of tracheobronchial malignancies were 59% and 85%
as stated by Finkelstein et al (2003) (20) .
CONCLUSION
CT findings of the present study correlated well in most of the cases with the cytopathological results. It can therefore be concluded that CT scan is useful modality in the evaluation of hilar and mediastinal involvement in bronchogenic carcinoma.
